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Pre-Stretch Film Carriage: Pre-stretches fi lm from 50% to 300% before it is applied to load. Achieves a tighter wrap 
using less fi lm. Film savings are signifi cant compared to manual wrapping and offers a quick return on investment.
Ramp: Used to load product onto a low profi le machine with a hand pallet jack truck or electric jack.
Ramp Extension: Required with longer electric power jacks and jacks with extended fork lengths. 
Scale Package: Scale integrated into the stretch wrapper turntable for simultaneous wrap & weigh operation.
Dual Turntable: Two turntables share a common tower and fi lm carriage.  This allows wrapping of one load while the 
operator is unloading/loading product on the other turntable. Increases effi ciency for high volume operations.
Auto Film Cutter: Cuts the fi lm automatically after your load has fi nished wrapping, saving operator time.
Top Platen: Hold cartons or other irregular products together, from above the load, while the pallet is rotating.

Pallet Stretch Wrappers

We recommend that you consult a packaging equipment specialist to determine the proper machine 
for your specifi c application and to provide a cost justifi cation proposal for the equipment.

Wrapper Function Levels:

Common Wrapper Options:

Requires an operator to attach 
the fi lm to the pallet load, then 
a single button wraps the pallet 
automatically to a programmable 
pattern of number of wraps and 
extra top or bottom wraps. 

Requires no operator control.  Attaches 
fi lm to the load, wraps load and cuts 
fi lm automatically.  Operator transfers 
the loads on and off the table or pallets 
can feed automatically into the wrapper 
from a conveyor system.

Operator attaches the fi lm to the 
load, manually controls the release 
of the fi lm and the up & down 
movement of the fi lm carriage. 
Good for low volume use.

Fully operator controlled.  

Basic Wrapper Types:

High Profile Turntable ►
Turntable is raised 11” - 12” from the fl oor, pallet is loaded with a forklift truck or 
interfaced with a pallet conveyor line to feed pallets directly onto the wrapping 
machine turntable with an optional conveyor.

◄ Low Profile Turntable 
Turntable is 3” - 4” above the fl oor, pallet is loaded with pallet jack using an optional 
ramp, or directly with a forklift truck. The unit can be set into a pit in the fl oor to provide 
fl oor level access to the turntable without the use of a ramp.

◄ Rotary Arm Machines
Pallets are placed directly on the fl oor. The arm rotates around the pallet, so the 
pallet does not move.  This is system is recommended for loads that are either very 
heavy, or for light, unstable, or irregular loads. 

◄◄ Low Profile Turntable
Turntable is 3
ramp, or directly with a forklift truck. The unit can be set into a pit in the fl oor to provide 
fl oor level access to the turntable without the use of a ramp.

12” from the fl oor, pallet is loaded with a forklift truck or 
interfaced with a pallet conveyor line to feed pallets directly onto the wrapping 


